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Abstract – Using discrete calculus, we derive the missing stress-geometry equation for rigid
granular materials in two dimensions, in the mean-field approximation. We show that (i) the
equation imposes that the voids cannot carry stress, (ii) stress transmission is generically elliptic
and has a quantitative relation to anisotropic elasticity, and (iii) the packing fabric plays an
essential role.
Introduction. – Despite a century of study, the
macroscopic behaviour of quasistatic granular materials
remains poorly understood [1,2]. We still lack a fundamen-
tal system of continuum equations, comparable to Navier-
Stokes for a Newtonian fluid. Experiments and simula-
tions indicate that stress distribution within a granular
solid depends on the packing’s preparation history [3–7].
The latter is known to induce anisotropy in the statistics
of grain arrangement, known as the packing fabric, char-
acterized most simply by a 2nd-order symmetric tensor
[5–10]. Hence the fabric, along with its evolution equa-
tion, may be the crucial internal variable needed to close
macroscopic equations for quasistatic granular materials.
Using tools of discrete calculus, in this work we de-
rive one of the missing continuum equations for two-
dimensional (2D) granular materials directly from the
grain scale, in the mean-field approximation. The stress-
geometry equation thus derived relates the stress tensor to
the fabric. It shows that stress transmission in frictional
granular materials is generically described by an elliptic
equation, closely related to anisotropic elasticity, as pre-
viously suggested [4, 11, 12].
We consider isostatic packings of perfectly frictional,
rigid grains in 2D, in the absence of gravity. The granular
material is composed of NRG convex grains in mechanical
equilibrium, touching at NC point contacts
1. Mechanical
1Of the N total grains in a real packing, a fraction x0 will be geo-
metrically trapped, but not contribute to mechanical stability. These
‘rattlers’ are excluded from the NRG = N(1 − x0) force-bearing
grains which are the subject of analysis.
equilibrium requires that
0 =
∑
c∈Cg
fcg , 0 =
∑
c∈Cg
(rc − rg)× fcg , (1)
where fcg is the contact force exerted on grain g at contact
c, rc is the position of c, rg is position of the centre-of-mass
of g, and Cg is the set of contacts belonging to g. Here
the cross-product is defined as a × b = a · εˆ · b = aiεijbj
with ε12 = −ε21 = 1, ε11 = ε22 = 0. In what follows, all
tensor contractions are explicitly indicated by a dot ‘·’.
Newton’s laws (1) give 3NRG scalar constraints on the
2NC = NRGz¯ degrees-of-freedom in the contact forces,
defining the contact number z¯. When z¯ = 3, the packing is
isostatic: given the positions and orientations of the grains
and the external loading, Newton’s laws can be solved for
the contact forces [13, 14].
The macroscopic object of interest is the stress tensor
[15]
σˆ(r) = − 1
AG
∑
g∈G
∑
c∈Cg
(rc − rg)fcg , (2)
where G = G(r) is a set of grains centered on the point r,
occupying the area AG.
In principle, the microscopic isostatic contact force so-
lution can be coarse-grained to produce the macroscopic
stress tensor. However, this is both computationally and
analytically intractable. It would be preferable to deter-
mine the macroscopic σˆ by the solution to continuum
equations. Mechanical equilibrium requires that the stress
tensor satisfies [16, 17]
0 = ∇ · σˆ, σˆ = σˆT , (3)
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however these 3 equations are insufficient to determine the
4 components of σˆ. In passing from the grain scale to the
continuum, one macroscopic equation has gone missing:
the stress-geometry equation [13, 18–20].
A continuum equation can only apply when there is
a large separation between microscopic and macroscopic
length scales. The former is given by the grain scale, for
example the mean grain diameter which we set to 1; the
latter, denoted, by L, arises from macroscopic boundary
conditions, such as the domain size. Throughout we as-
sume that 1/L≪ 1.
Since contacts lack a preferred orientation and gravity
is neglected, the stress-geometry equation must contain
fabric tensors only of even order; the most general such
continuum differential equation which is linear in stress is
0 = Fˆ2 : σˆ +∇∇ :
(
Fˆ4 : σˆ
)
+ . . . (4)
where Fˆn is an n
th order fabric tensor, and ‘:’ indicates
2 tensor contractions. On dimensional grounds, since fab-
ric is microscopic, we expect that Fˆn ∼ 1 and ∇ ∼ L−1,
so that higher terms are suppressed by powers of 1/L. If
Fˆ2 6= 0, then (3) and (4) generically lead to a hyperbolic
problem for σˆ, and stress is transmitted along preferred
directions; the Fixed Principal Axes and Mohr-Coulomb
closures are of this type [11, 13, 19]. However, if Fˆ2 ≡ 0,
then (3) and (4) generically lead to an elliptic problem
for σˆ, and stress transmission would be more closely re-
lated to anisotropic elasticity. In this work, we resolve the
hyperbolic/elliptic debate by deriving (4) in the contin-
uum limit, in the mean-field approximation, with explicit
expression for the fabric tensors.
To find the hidden equation, we make essential use of
the voids in between the grains which, in two dimensions,
are uniquely associated with closed loops of grains [19,21].
We will show that the stress-geometry equation bears a
simple physical interpretation: the voids cannot carry any
stress.
Stress Potentials. – We define potentials ρ and ϕ
such that contact forces fcg and torques r
c×fcg are written
as
fcg = ρ
ℓ′ − ρℓ, (5)
rc × fcg = ϕℓ
′ − ϕℓ + rℓ′ × ρℓ′ − rℓ × ρℓ, (6)
where ℓ′ = ℓ′(c) (ℓ = ℓ(c)) is the loop to the right of (to
the left of) the oriented contact c (see Figure 1b), and rℓ
is the center of loop ℓ, defined below [17, 22]. Writing the
contact forces and torques in this way, force and torque
balance are identically satisfied, for any choice of ρ and
ϕ. Conversely, the latter equations are precisely the condi-
tions needed to write (5) and (6). Given f , the potentials
are unique up to an irrelevant additive constant. Equa-
tions (5) and (6) were first written down by Satake [22].
The formulation which uses ρ but not ϕ was considered
by Ball and Blumenfeld [19].
The potentials are not independent, since the torques
computed from ρ must equal those computed from ϕ.
Writing tcℓ = r
c − rℓ, this imposes NC constraints
ϕℓ
′ − tcℓ′ × ρℓ
′
= ϕℓ − tcℓ × ρℓ. (7)
Since all other constraints have been satisfied, (7) are
the discrete stress-geometry equations in this formula-
tion. Our goal is to rewrite these equations in such a
way that a continuum limit may be taken. Continuum
expressions are naturally related to sums of discrete ex-
pressions around closed contours [17]. Since, by Euler’s
formula, NC = NL + NRG − 1, with NL the number of
loops, it is natural to sum these equations around grains
and loops to form an equivalent set of constraints that are
more easily interpreted as continuum equations.
For example, summing (7) around a grain, we find
0 =
∑
ℓ∈Lg
sℓg × ρℓ, (8)
where sℓg circulates anticlockwise around the grain (Figure
1b). This expression can be rewritten as
∑
ℓ∈Lg
sℓg × ρℓ ≡
∮
∂g
dr × ρ ≡ −Ag(∇ · ρ)g, (9)
where the equivalences are definitions in discrete calculus
[17], and Ag is the area of the polygon formed by the
tcℓ vectors around g. To obtain continuum equations, we
define area-weighted averaging operators
〈P 〉(r) = 1
AG
∑
g∈G
AgP g, 〈Q〉(r) = 1
AL
∑
ℓ∈L
AℓQℓ, (10)
for fields defined on grains and loops, respectively. The
sets G and L are neighbourhoods around r, which must
become arbitrarily large in the continuum limit. We sup-
pose that each neighbourhood contains M ≫ 1 grains.
Upon averaging, (∇ · ρ)g converges to its continuum
counterpart in the following sense: a smooth function ρ(r)
can always be defined such that (∇·ρ)g−∇·ρ(rg) = Γˆg :
∇ρ(rg) +O(∇∇ρ(rg)), with Γˆg a fluctuating fabric ten-
sor with zero average2. This follows by Taylor expanding
ρ(rℓ) = ρ(rg)+(rℓ−rg)·∇ρ(rg)+. . ., and collecting terms
in (9). As shown previously [19], the volume average of
AgΓˆg cancels up to boundary terms, which form a contour
around the averaging area, of length ∼√M grains. If the
fabric has a finite correlation length ξf , then its average
over M grains is composed of ∼√M/ξf independent con-
tributions. Each contribution comes from a string of ∼ξf
grains. If fluctuations are Gaussian, with variance ∼ 1 in
our units, then we estimate 〈Γˆ〉 ∼M−1ξf (
√
M/ξf )
−1/2.
On averaging, we find
〈∇ · ρ〉 − ∇ · ρ = 〈Γˆ〉 : ∇ρ+O(∇∇ρ). (11)
2AgΓˆg = −Ag δˆ −
∑
ℓ∈Lg r
ℓsℓg · εˆ = Pˆ
g · εˆ in terms of the fab-
ric tensor Pˆ g considered by Ball and Blumenfeld [19], with δˆ the
identity tensor.
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(b)
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(c)
ℓψ
c1 ψc2
〈ψ〉(rℓ)
ϕℓ
Fig. 1: (a) Discrete ψ surface. Each facet corresponds to a loop; colours correspond to the number of contacts around
a loop. (b) Local geometry around contact c. (c) Cross-section of ψ surface, in its original ψ (solid) and smoothed
〈ψ〉 (dashed) versions. The contacts c1 and c2 are part of the loop ℓ.
In the continuum limit, if ∇ ∼ L−1 then the relative error
in (∇ · ρ)g vanishes with 1/M and 1/L. Discrete calculus
allows us to identify which terms in discrete expressions
remain in the continuum limit.
By similar manipulations, discussed in the Appendix,
we obtain a discrete calculus expression for the sum of (7)
around loops. We find
0 = (∇ · ρ)g, (12)
0 = (∆ϕ)ℓ + (∇ · ((∇ρ)× r))ℓ + (∇(r × ρ))ℓ , (13)
which, together, are the exact discrete calculus reformu-
lation of (7). To establish the relationship between σˆ, ϕ,
and ρ, we introduce auxiliary variables
ψcℓ ≡ ϕℓ − tcℓ × ρℓ, (14)
which, we will see, are the values of the Airy stress func-
tion. If we sum (14) around a loop, we see that
ϕℓ =
1
zℓ
∑
c∈Cℓ
ψcℓ , (15)
provided rℓ = 1zℓ
∑
c∈Cℓ r
c, with zℓ the number of con-
tacts around a loop. Hence ϕ is nothing but a loop av-
erage of ψ. Again summing (14) around a loop, but now
weighting the sum with coefficients ℓc, we find
ρℓ = (gˆℓ)−1 · (∇× ψ)ℓ (16)
where
gˆℓ =
1
Aℓ
∑
c∈Cℓ
ℓcrc · εˆ = εˆ · (∇r)ℓ · εˆT , (17)
is another fabric tensor. The second equality in (17) indi-
cates that gˆ converges to εˆ · ∇r · εˆT = εˆ · δˆ · εˆT = δˆ in the
continuum limit, with δˆ the identity tensor. Finally, the
stress tensor σˆ can be written [17]
σˆg = (∇× ρ)g. (18)
Hence, given the values of ψ one can determine ϕ,ρ, and
σˆ. These relations indicate that stress corresponds to cur-
vature of the Airy stress function ψ.
The definition (14) has a simple geometric interpre-
tation (Figure 1a). In (r, ψ) space the plane with nor-
mal (εˆ ·ρℓ,+1) which passes through (rℓ, ϕℓ) is described
by the equation 0 = (r − rℓ, ψ − ϕℓ) · (εˆ · ρℓ,+1) =
(r − rℓ) × ρℓ + ψ − ϕℓ. Recalling that tcℓ = rc − rℓ, the
definition (14) says that for each loop, we create a facet of
a surface which passes through (rc, ψcℓ) for each contact.
The consistency equations (7) are equivalent to continuity
of ψcℓ at a contact, ψ
c
ℓ′(c) = ψ
c
ℓ(c). Continuity of ψ across
a contact is equivalent to continuity of the surface at that
contact. This defines a piecewise linear surface with holes
at each grain. The latter can always be filled in smoothly.
Hence, in the continuum, ψ is a continuous function.
The introduction of ψ already indicates the physical
meaning of the stress-geometry equation. Indeed, given
a smooth function ψ(r) in the continuum, the necessary
and sufficient condition that ψc = ψ(rc) yields a discrete
Airy stress function satisfying (14) for some ρ and ϕ is that
ψ varies linearly across voids. Since stress corresponds to
curvature of ψ, this is equivalent to requiring that stress is
concentrated on the grains. This observation, made on the
exact equations (12) and (13), will motivate approxima-
tions needed below to obtain non-trivial continuum equa-
tions.
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Mean-field. – Each average defined by (10) can be
considered an expectation value over the quenched geom-
etry; terms involving products then involve correlations.
The discrete calculus formulation exactly accounts for cor-
relations on the scale of a single grain and a single loop. As
above, we assume that the geometry is homogeneous on
a mesoscopic scale ξf with 1 ≪ ξf ≪ L. We then expect
the mesoscopic-scale correlations to be small. Neglecting
them, we assume 〈rρ〉 = 〈r〉〈ρ〉 and 〈ρ〉 = 〈gˆ〉−1 · 〈∇×ψ〉.
The success of mean-field theories of frictionless isostatic
packings supports this assumption (see, e.g. [23]).
Identifying averaged quantities with continuum ones
and immediately dropping the 〈·〉 decoration, the preced-
ing equations (12), (13), (16), (17), and (18) then give
continuum equations gˆ = δˆ and
0 = ∇ · ρ (19)
0 = ∆(ϕ− ψ) (20)
ρ = ∇× ψ (21)
σˆ = ∇×∇× ψ. (22)
Because ρ = ∇ × ψ, the continuum equation ∇ · ρ = 0
is identically satisfied. We conclude that the continuum
stress geometry equation is ∆(ϕ − ψ) = 0. It remains to
establish the continuum relation between ϕ and ψ. The
discrete relation (15) suggests the naive closure ϕ = ψ;
however, this would give a continuum equation which is
identically satisfied. As we noted from examining the dis-
crete equations, the stress-geometry equation imposes con-
centration of stress on the grains. To understand why this
effect leads to nontrivial ψ−ϕ, we consider the geometric
interpretation of ψ.
The discrete Airy stress function ψ describes a con-
tinuous, but patchwork surface, which is alternately flat
and curved on voids and grains, respectively. In cross-
section, this surface appears as the solid curve in Figure 1c.
In the continuum, grains and voids are not well-defined:
the effect of averaging is to replace the original patch-
work surface with a coarse-grained surface 〈ψ〉 which is
not flat on voids, depicted by the dashed curve in Fig-
ure 1c. Each loop shrinks to a point, and the loop equa-
tion (13) becomes an equation valid at the point rℓ. The
equation ∆(ϕ − ψ) = 0 thus relates ϕ(rℓ) = 〈ϕ〉(rℓ) to
ψ(rℓ) = 〈ψ〉(rℓ). Crucially, because contact forces are re-
pulsive, the 〈ψ〉 surface has positive mean curvature; hence
ψ(rℓ) ≡ 〈ψ〉(rℓ) will systematically deviate from ϕℓ.
The average 〈ψ〉(rℓ) is not defined by (10), but since the
coarse-grained surface is assumed smooth, it will suffice to
use Taylor expansion. By homogeneity, it is reasonable to
force 〈ψ〉(r) to go through all ψc. Then, we can simply
Taylor expand 〈ψ〉(rc) around 〈ψ〉(rℓ), and compute ϕℓ =
1
zℓ
∑
c∈Cℓ〈ψ〉(rc) exactly, introducing fabric tensors which
characterize the local geometry. Here we will fit 〈ψ〉(r) to
a quadratic polynomial around a loop; higher-order terms
are suppressed by powers of 1/L≪ 1. We have
〈ψ〉(r) = 〈ψ〉(rℓ) + h · ∇〈ψ〉(rℓ) + 12hh : ∇∇〈ψ〉(rℓ)
with h = r − rℓ and hence
ϕℓ = 〈ψ〉(rℓ) + 12 Fˆ ℓ : ∇∇〈ψ〉(rℓ), (23)
defining a fabric tensor
Fˆ ℓ =
1
zℓ
∑
c∈Cℓ
tcℓt
c
ℓ. (24)
Through its principal axes and eigenvectors, Fˆ ℓ can be
physically associated with an ellipse which fits the loop ℓ.
Its average
Fˆ (r) =
1
2NC(L)
∑
ℓ∈L
∑
c∈Cℓ
tcℓt
c
ℓ (25)
defines the ellipse which best fits loops around r; higher-
order fabric tensors would measure refinements of this
shape. With these definitions, we expect ϕ − ψ = 12 Fˆ :
∇∇ψ in the continuum and hence
0 = ∆
(
Fˆ : ∇∇ψ
)
, (26)
which is the continuum mean-field stress-geometry equa-
tion, to leading order in 1/L. It can be written in terms
of σˆ directly using ∇∇ψ = εˆT · σˆ · εˆ = tr(σˆ)δˆ − σˆ.
As discussed above, discrete calculus ignores fluctuating
error terms which exist for any finite M . The leading
error in (26) can be as large as the error in (9), which is
Γˆ : ∇ρ ∼ L−2M−5/4ξ3/2f ψ; this must be much smaller
than the term in (26), which indicates that the continuum
theory can only hold when ξf ≪ M5/6L−4/3. Since a
continuum theory can only resolve stress gradients much
larger than the averaging scale, we must also haveM1/2 ≪
L. This implies that we must takeM ≫ ξ6f independent of
L. In particular, if the fabric correlation length ξf → ∞,
then the continuum theory breaks down and noise will
dominate the response. The sensitive dependence on ξf
may explain the noisy response observed in many granular
materials. Mathematically, this arises because the leading
order terms in (20) cancel; physically, this is because stress
localization onto grains is a microscopic property.
Discussion. –
Hyperbolic vs. elliptic. The mathematical form of
(26) depends on the fabric tensor Fˆ ; where the latter
has strong spatial gradients, (26) is nearly hyperbolic,
and where Fˆ is spatially homogeneous, (26) is elliptic3.
To illustrate this, suppose Fˆ (r) = Fˆ0 + Fˆ1h(r), where
4
||Fˆ1|| ≪ ||Fˆ0|| but h fluctuates on the small scale ξf . If
we linearize (26) around r = 0, where for simplicity we as-
sume h(0) = ∇h(0) = 0, then (26) becomes 0 = (∆h)Fˆ1 :
∇∇ψ + Fˆ0 : ∇∇∆ψ. Seeking solutions ψ ∝ eik·r leads
3Note that equation (26) can be put into the form of (4) by letting
Fˆ2 = 0, Fˆ4 = δˆδˆtr(Fˆ ) − δˆFˆ , and using the identity εˆT · Aˆ · εˆ =
δˆtr(Aˆ) − AˆT .
4Explicitly, ||Aˆ|| ≡
√∑
i,j AijAji.
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to the ‘dispersion relation’ (∆h)k · Fˆ1 · k = k2k · Fˆ0 · k.
Since Fˆ0 defines the mean shape of loops, it has positive
eigenvalues, and hence when Fˆ1 = 0, the dispersion rela-
tion has no solutions for real k 6= 0. This means that all
solutions have a decaying component and the response is
elliptic. However, when Fˆ1 6= 0, then we can have solu-
tions for real k if k2 ∼ ∆h||Fˆ1||/||Fˆ0|| ∼ ξ−2f ||Fˆ1||/||Fˆ0||,
giving purely oscillatory (hyperbolic) solutions. Simula-
tions suggest that the fabric varies smoothly [24], so that
||Fˆ1||/||Fˆ0|| should go to zero with 1/M , and hence ellip-
tic behaviour is generically expected at the macroscopic
scales where the theory is applicable.
Fabric. The fabric tensor Fˆ contains information
about packing inhomogeneity and anisotropy, as expressed
through the size and shape of loops. Its trace is ap-
proximately ξ2 ≡ tr(Fˆ ) ∼ ((z¯ − 2)φ(1 − x0))−1, with φ
the area fraction and x0 the fraction of ‘rattlers,’ grains
which are trapped in the packing but do not contribute
to mechanical stability. The dominant geometrical de-
pendence is through z¯ − 2, which may vary by a fac-
tor of two over a packing5. Fˆ also describes anisotropy
in the contact distribution, which develops under shear
[8, 9, 25, 26]. In terms of the more frequently used fabric
tensor FˆC(r) =
1
NC(C)
∑
c∈C ℓ
cℓc, we have approximately
Fˆ ≈ ξ2 εˆ ·FˆC · εˆT , implying that Fˆ and FˆC share principal
axes.
In the simplest isotropic and homogeneous case Fˆ (r) =
1
2ξ
2δˆ, the stress-geometry equation reduces to the bihar-
monic equation ∆∆ψ = 0, which is the same equation
satisfied by the Airy stress function ψ in isotropic elastic-
ity [27]. Note that ψ corresponds to the total stress, as
opposed to a stress increment, as discussed below. It is
noteworthy that we derive this result without reference to
strain, Hooke’s law, or energy. It explains the success of
isotropic elasticity in the presence of an isotropic fabric
[4, 7, 11].
More generally, a homogeneous but anisotropic fabric
yields the equation described by ψ in anisotropic elasticity
[28]. Anisotropy induces stretching and rotation of stress
contours, as observed in experiments [4–7]. In the spe-
cial case of stress-only boundary conditions and a homo-
geneous fabric, the stress-geometry equation thus recovers
anisotropic elasticity. To apply boundary conditions on
displacements would require an analog of Hooke’s law for
rigid grains, so far absent [29].
Friction. The result (26) was derived assuming rigid,
perfectly frictional grains at isostaticity, in the absence
of gravity. However, none of these assumptions were es-
sential. Here we discuss the effect of finite friction. The
effects of finite stiffness, hyperstaticity, and gravity will be
discussed elsewhere (see [30]).
Friction strongly constrains solutions to (26). Each con-
tact force must satisfy the Coulomb friction inequality
5For rigid grains, over the realistic range 0.78 < φ < 0.84, 0 <
x0 < 0.15, and 3 < z¯ < 4.5, φ, x0, and z¯ − 2 vary by factors of
1.08, 1.18, and 2.5, respectively.
|f cT | ≤ µff cN , where f cT and f cN are the tangential and
normal components of the contact force at c, and µf is
the Coulomb friction coefficient. In 2D, this can be writ-
ten as the pair of inequalities (Gˆc · Mˆ±) : σˆc ≥ 0, where
Gˆc = ncnc is a fabric tensor constructed from contact nor-
mals nc, and Mˆ± = δˆ ± 1µf εˆ. Under the same mean-field
assumptions as earlier, this yields the pair of continuum
inequalities
(
Gˆ · Mˆ±
)
: σˆ ≥ 0. (27)
Summing these inequalities implies Gˆ : σˆ ≥ 0, a general-
ization of positive pressure P ≥ 0. In the frictionless limit
µf → 0, (27) implies (Gˆ · εˆ) : σˆ = 0, which states that Gˆ
and σˆ share principal axes. Note that Gˆ = FˆC for disks.
The stress-geometry equation needs to be solved subject
to the Coulomb inequalities (27)6. If a prospective solu-
tion violates one of these inequalities, then failure must
occur within the material; the location of failed regions
must be tracked by dynamical evolution of the fabric, be-
yond the scope of the present theory.
Stress increments. Equation (26) governs the total
stress σˆ, which has important consequences for stress in-
crements. Consider a small deformation of strain e≪ 1
which takes the packing from (Fˆ , ψ) to (Fˆ + δFˆ , ψ + δψ)
due to some change in boundary conditions. Even for rigid
grains, the change in fabric δFˆ can be nonnegligible, due
to contact opening, closing, and sliding. Suppose δFˆ ∼ e
but is otherwise unknown. Then by ignoring δFˆ , and
given the initial fabric, the initial and final stress can be
determined up to a relative error which goes to zero with
e. Up to some larger relative error, δψ is then also known.
But taking the difference of (26) in initial and final states
gives, to linear order, 0 = ∆(Fˆ : ∇∇δψ + δFˆ : ∇∇ψ),
indicating that δψ depends on δFˆ . The size of the error
in δψ is related to the size of δFˆ . This counterintuitive
behaviour is a consequence of isostaticity: knowledge of
fabric implies knowledge of stress.
Conclusion. – To summarize, in this work we have
derived the missing stress-geometry equation for 2D fric-
tional isostatic granular materials, equation (26), in the
mean-field approximation. The equation imposes that the
voids cannot carry any stress. Formally, the equation re-
sembles the stress form of St. Venant’s compatibility con-
dition in anisotropic elasticity, but (i) it governs the total
stress σˆ, as opposed to stress increments, and (ii) it can be
derived without reference to strain. It must be solved sub-
ject to the (continuum) Coulomb inequalities (27), which
are necessary for local mechanical stability. The theory
emphasizes the need to understand fabric evolution.
That so much can be said without mention of strain is
a consequence of realistic granular materials being nearly
rigid and close to isostaticity. This does not imply that
6When the contact normal distribution is sharply peaked about
a pair of perpendicular directions n and εˆ · n, this reduces to the
Mohr-Coulomb inequality |σnt| ≤ µ σnn.
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strain cannot be defined for such a material; indeed, strain
can easily be defined based on the deformation of loops
[15,22,30]. In order to apply boundary conditions on dis-
placement, and understand fabric evolution, such a vari-
able would be necessary to complete the present theory;
we leave this for future work [30].
To derive (26) we have assumed that (i) the geometry
and the stress are uncorrelated on a mesoscopic scale ξf ≫
1, (ii) macroscopic stress gradients occur on a still larger
scale L ≫ ξf , (iii) continuum variables are defined by
averaging over a region of linear size M1/2 ≫ ξ3f , and (iii)
grains can be treated as rigid.
Subject to these assumptions, and with knowledge of
the fabric, the present theory can be used to solve for the
stresses inside a stable granular solid with boundary condi-
tions on stress. What happens when a Coulomb inequality
is saturated, how the fabric evolves, and how displacement
boundary conditions can be applied, are questions left for
future work.
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Appendix. Discrete calculus. – In the main text,
we defined (∇ · ρ)g as a weighted sum of terms around
the grain g, with the weights determined by Stokes’ Theo-
rem. All other discrete derivatives can be defined similarly
[17,30,31]. For example, Stokes’ Theorem motivates a def-
inition for a loop divergence Aℓ(∇·F )ℓ ≡ −∑c∈Cℓ ℓc×F c
for a field F defined on contacts. In the text, we apply
this to F c = (∇ρ)c×rc, requiring a definition of a discrete
gradient. The gradient theorem motivates Ac(∇ρ)c =
εˆ · ℓc
(
ρℓ
′ − ρℓ
)
, where Ac = (tcℓ′ − tcℓ) × ℓc is a signed
area associated to c. These definitions imply a discrete
Laplacian Aℓ(∆ϕ)ℓ ≡ ∑c∈Cℓ(|ℓc|2/Ac)
(
ϕℓ
′ − ϕℓ
)
. Fi-
nally, the natural generalization to discrete loop and grain
gradients Aℓ(∇F )ℓ ≡ −∑c∈Cℓ ℓc · εˆ F c and Ag(∇ρ)g ≡
−∑ℓ∈Lg sℓg · εˆ ρℓ, together with ∇×F = εˆ · ∇F , valid in
the plane, complete the needed definitions.
Writing tcℓ = r
c − rℓ, summing (7) around a loop, and
straightforwardly applying these definitions leads to (13)
in the main text.
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